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For a given convex set K in R”, we look for the conditions on the matrix A 
which ensure uniqueness of the solution x* in K to the standard variational 
inequality: (Ax* - b)T(x - x*) > 0 for all x in K. If K is the unit ball, or any 
smooth compact strictly convex set, then x* is unique for every b if and only if A 
is both invertible and semidefinite. On the unit cube, the condition on A is the 
same as the one discovered by Samelson, Thrall, and Wesler for K = R,“: all 
principal minors must have positive determinants. We briefly discuss the 
generalizations to infinite dimensions. 
Consider the quadratic Q(X) = *xTAx - xrb. Its minimum, if we 
admit all vectors x in Rn, is attained at the point where Ax* = b. If only 
the nonnegative vectors are allowed, restricting x to R+“, then this 
minimization is a fundamental problem in quadratic programming. 
It is an instance of the so-called complementarity problem, and the 
conditions on the minimizing x* in R,” can be stated in three different 
ways: 
(1) Q(x*) < Q(x* + E(X - x*)) for all x in R+lt and all small 
E > 0, since the convex combination x* + E(X - x*) = (1 - c)x* + EX 
will still be a vector in R,“. 
(2) (Ax* - b)T(~ - x*) > 0 for all x in R+n, since the coefficient 
of E above must be nonnegative. This statement of the condition on x* 
is known as a variational inequality. 
(3) x* and Ax* - b are nonnegative, and their inner product is 
zero. The last requirement follows from choosing both x = 0 and 
x = 2x* in the variational inequality: We find (Ax* - b)T~* = 0, 
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which is known as the complementarity condition. It is then easy to see that 
the variational inequality also depends on Ax* - b > 0. Together, these 
are the “Kuhn-Tucker conditions” for our constrained minimization, 
and component by component they force either x* or Ax* - b to vanish: 
For each i, xi* > 0, (Ax* - b)i 3 0, and x,*(Ax* - b){ = 0. In a 
sense we are back to n equations, just as in Ax* = b, but now we do not 
know which equations they are. We do know that they come from the 
2n possibilities xi* = 0 and (Ax * - b), = 0; Lemke invented a nice 
algorithm, related to Sperner’s lemma, in order to find the right subset. 
Up to now we have tacitly supposed A to be symmetric and positive 
definite. That hypothesis makes the quadratic Q(x) strictly convex, and 
over any closed convex set K it guarantees the existence of a unique 
minimizing vector x*. The problem will be governed, just as in the cases 
K = R” and K = R+n, by a variational inequality: 
Find x* in K so that (Ax* - !I)~(% - x*) 3 0 for all x in K. (1) 
Now we come to the main point of the paper: Even if A is not sym- 
metric positive definite, it remains possible and natural to ask about the 
existence and uniqueness of such a vector x*. If we were dealing with 
differential operators, the variational inequality would be nothing more 
than the weak form of the differential equation-but with inequality 
constraints which restrict everything to K. It seems natural to consider 
equations which are not self-adjoint, and to begin in finite dimensions. 
In fact a great deal is already known about the existence of x*; we want 
to study its uniqueness. The standard proof of uniqueness, assuming 
that x** is also a solution, is to take x = x** in (1). Then reversing the 
roles of x* and x**, and adding to what we have already, the result is 
(Ax* - AX**)T(X* - x**) < 0. 
There is a simple condition which forces x* - x** = 0, and thus 
implies uniqueness; but it is only a sufficient condition. 
THEOREM 1. If A is real andpositive de$nite-meaning that XTAX > 0 
unless x = O-then any solution to (1) is unique. 
Our whole object is to do better, and to find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for uniqueness. Those conditions must depend on the convex 
set K, and we have studied the two cases which seemed most natural: 
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(i) If K is the unit ball, then uniqueness holds for all b if and only 
if A is invertible and semidejinite: XTAX > 0 for all x. 
(ii) If K is the unit cube, then uniqueness holds for all b if and 
only if all principal submatrices of A have positive determinants. 
In the first case, the uniqueness class remains the same for any other 
set K which resembles a ball-smooth, compact, and strictly convex. In 
the case of the cube the uniqueness class is denoted by 8, and it coincides 
with the one already known for the complementarity problem K = R,+. 
It is interesting that neither class contains the other: 
A = [-“, ;] g’ Ives uniqueness for the ball but not the cube; 
A = [; ;] g’ Ives uniqueness for the cube but not the ball. 
Of course neither example can be included in Theorem 1. 
The existence question for all compact K was solved in an instant by 
Hartman and Stampacchia [l]; it follows directly from Brouwer’s 
fixed-point theorem. (It is actually equivalent to Brouwer’s theorem, 
if nonlinear variational inequalities are allowed.) In Hilbert space the key 
steps toward existence in the semidefinite case were taken by Lions and 
Stampacchia [2], both of whom we want to thank for their encouragement 
of the present paper. We seem to find new questions of existence and 
uniqueness, but we shall postpone any convex analysis in infinite dimen- 
sions and comment only briefly on the interpretation for the obstacle 
problem of the uniqueness class 9. 
UNIQUENESS FOR THE BALL 
Suppose K is compact and strictly convex, with a Cl boundary and a 
nonempty interior. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the points x on the boundary aK and the set of unit vectors n: n(x) is the 
outward normal at x. (If K is the unit ball, we actually have n(x) = x- 
but it will not be necessary to know this correspondence explicitly.) 
Repeating the variational inequality, 
Find x* so that (Ax* - 6)=(x - x*) > 0 for all x in K; (1) 
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it is easy to find the only two possibilities for x*: Either 
or 
x* is in K, and Ax* = b, 
x* is in aK, and Ax* + Xn(x*) = b for some X > 0. 
In each case the variational inequality is immediately satisfied; these are 
another form of Kuhn-Tucker conditions, and were recognized very 
early by BrCzis and Stampacchia [3]. They are the basis for the unique- 
ness theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Uniqueness holds if and only ;f A is invertible and semi- 
dejkite. 
Suficiency. Suppose A-l exists, xTAx > 0 for all X, but y and z are 
both solutions for the same b. 
Case 1. yinKandAy=b,zinKandAz=b.ThenAy=Ax, 
A(y-z)=O,andy=x. 
Case 2. y in K and Ay = b, z in aK and AZ + k(x) = b. Then 
A(y - z) = k(z), 0 < (y - z)~A(Y - x) = X(y - z)Tn(z) < 0 
because n(z) is the normal at z. 
Case 3. y and x in aK, Ay + An(y) = b, Az + p(z) = b. Then 
A(Y - 4 = ~44 - WY), and 0 < (y - x)~A(Y - z) = 
p(y - zz)‘n(z) + h(.z - y)‘n(y) < 0 unless y = x. 
Necessity. Suppose uniqueness holds. Then A-l must exist or there 
would be many solutions for some b. (Here we use the interior of K, 
since a one-point set would give uniqueness for any A.) Now take any y 
in 8K, and consider the ray Ay + k(y), X > 0, which starts at the point 
Ay on the boundary of AK. If this ray points into AK, then some points 
b in AK will have two solutions: y, and x = A-lb. Therefore uniqueness 
requires that the ray and an outward normal N to the set AK must make 
an angle no greater than 7r/2: The inner product of n(y) with N must be 
nonnegative. 
The normal N lies in the direction of (AT)-%(y). (Proof: If w  is in 
the tangent plane to K at y, then Aw should be in the tangent plane to AK 
at Ay. In other words, wrn = 0 should imply (Aw)~N = 0, which 
gives N = (AT)-%.) Thus uniqueness requires nTN = nT(AT)-% > 0 
for every normal n = n(y). 
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But each vector is somewhere normal to K, and writing x = (AT)-ln, 
we have xrAx > 0 for all X. 
Remark. The smoothness of i?K is not needed in the first half of the 
proof; uniqueness still holds if A is invertible and semidefinite, provided 
K is strictly convex. There are at least two ways to modify the argument. 
One is to allow boundary points to have more than one supporting 
hyperplane, and therefore more than one normal n(x). Then x* on 8K is 
a solution if Ax* + Xn(x*) = b for any of the possible normals n(x*). 
Cases l-3 in the sufficiency proof remain unchanged. 
Alternatively, if we suppose that there are distinct solutions y and x, 
then by [2, Theorem 3.11 the interval between y and x is also composed 
of solutions. By strict convexity this interval is mostly inside K. There- 
fore we could construct K’ C K which fits also the smoothness hypo- 
thesis of Theorem 2, and contains part of the interval of solutions. These 
would remain solutions of the variational inequality over the smaller 
set K’, contradicting Theorem 2. Thus y and x cannot have been distinct. 
UNIQUENESS FOR THE CUBE 
Suppose K is the unit cube in R? 0 < xi ,..., x, < 1. Then we look 
for the conditions under which x* satisfies (Ax* - b)r(x - x*) > 0 
for all x in K. Fixing x = x* except in the ith component, and varying x 
in that one component alone, there are only three possibilities: For each i, 
either 
xi* = 0 and (Ax* - Qp. 2 0 
or 
0 < xi* < 1 and (Ax* - z& = 0 
or 
xi* = 1 and (Ax* - b)i < 0. 
In the second case we were free to choose xi either above or below xi*; 
in the first and third, the sign of xd - xi* was known and (Ax* - b)i 
needed the same sign for the variational inequality to hold. This is 
closely related to the complementarity case K = R+“, in which the 
second possibility becomes 0 < xt* < co and the third disappears. 
Numerically, most algorithms for the cube try to get back to the com- 
plementarity problem as quickly as possible; this is an active area in 
mathematical programming. It turns out that the uniqueness question 
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also goes in the same direction, back to the theory already established 
for the complementarity problem. 
THEOREM 3. Uniqueness holds for the cube if and only if A belongs to 
the class 8. 
This class was described earlier in terms of positive principal sub- 
determinants, but Gale and Nikaido [4] found an equivalent and much 
more fundamental description: A belongs to 9’ if and only if Ax is never 
in the opposite quadrant from x. In other words, 
if x@x)~ < 0 for all i, then x = 0. (3) 
If this property fails, then Gale constructed from the guilty x a simple 
example of nonuniqueness in the complementarity problem (see [S]). 
In fact he chose y to be the nonnegative part of x, and z to be y - x, and 
proved them both to be solutions for an appropriate b. In our case we 
just choose a small multiple of his y and x, in order to ensure that the 
upper bounds xi < 1 never come into question; then the same example 
of nonuniqueness applies to the cube. 
We turn to the sufficiency. Assume that A belongs to 9, and therefore 
satisfies (3). If y and x are both solutions to the variational inequality, 
there are nine possible combinations for every component: yd and xi can 
each be 0, or 1, or in the open interval (0, 1). It seems fair to sample 
only one of these combinations, say 
ye = 0 and (Ay - b)i > 0, zi = 1 and (AZ - b)< < 0. 
In this case (y - z)$ is negative, and (Ay - Az)~ is nonnegative. In the 
eight remaining cases we also find (y - x),(Ay - Az)~ < 0. Therefore, 
according to property (3) the vector x = y - x is forced to vanish and 
the solution is unique. 
EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
Uniqueness is always delicate if A is skew-symmetric, say 
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Since this matrix is invertible, and since xrAx is identically zero, 
Theorem 2 does ensure uniqueness when K is “round.” But the upper 
left submatrix certainly does not have a positive determinant, so A 
cannot belong to the class 9. In fact A represents a clockwise rotation 
through 7~12, taking the y-axis onto the x-axis-a vector in the second 
quadrant is mapped into the fourth quadrant (barely). More explicitly, 
we have the two possible solutions 
x* = 1 
[I 
or x** = 8 [I ifb = 0 0 [ 1 -1 and K = (0 < x1 , x2 < I}. 
On the one hand Ax* = b; on the other, 
(Ax ** - b)T(x - x **) = [y]‘ry 3 0 for x in K. 
Because the set of solutions is convex when A is semidefinite (Lions and 
Stampacchia), the vectors between x* and x** must also be solutions. 
This example demonstrates that strict convexity is essential to 
Theorem 2. We could round off the corners of the cube and produce a 
set K’ which is smooth and convex (but not strictly convex), and on 
which uniqueness would fail: that part of the interval [x*, x**] which 
is still in K’ would be full of solutions. 
Finally, we comment on the uniqueness problem in infinite dimensions. 
The reader will have recognized that the analog of the complementarity 
problem is the obstacle problem: The set of nonnegative vectors becomes 
the set of nonnegative functions. (In other words, the obstacle is put at 
# = 0.) And th e analog of the case when K is a cube is the problem with 
two obstacles: The solutions are constrained by 0 < u < 1. 
We naturally conjecture that Theorem 3, correctly translated, will 
remain true. The nonnegativity condition on the determinants will be 
largely “inoperative,” but the requirement thatf(x)(Af)(x) < 0 for all x 
only if f E 0 still has a meaning. And there is a third equivalent condition, 
implicit in the paper of Gale and Nikaido, which is in some cases even 
more convenient: The matrix A belongs to 9’ if and only if no eigenvalue of 
any principal submatrix is real and GO. The equivalence is easy, because 
if this holds the determinants are certainly positive; they are the product 
of positive reals and complex conjugate pairs. If it fails, and there is an 
eigenvalue < 0, then the eigenvector x (with zeros placed in the com- 
ponents not associated with the submatrix) would satisfy x~(Ax)~ < 0 
for all i. 
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Suppose we try the obstacle problem for a differential operator A from 
H$[O, l] to H-1: 
Au = -I/’ + 2olu’ - 01%. 
If 01 is sufficiently large, then A is neither self-adjoint nor semidefinite. 
But on the other hand it has no negative real eigenvalues, and the same 
is true of its restrictions to subspaces Hal[a, b]: if Au = XU, then 
u = CleQ1x + C2eUzx, -p= f 2ap - a2 - x = 0, 
p = a f (--hy. 
If h were negative then no combination of the exponentials could vanish 
at both endpoints a and b. The case h = 0 is equally impossible. There- 
fore we conjecture that A belongs to the class 8, and that uniqueness 
holds-both for one obstacle and for two. And, without much evidence, 
we also believe in existence. 
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